HVO fuel
FACT SHEET

SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE
YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT
WITH WERNICK POWER
SOLUTIONS’ HVO FUEL.
®

HVO (Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil) fuel is synthesised
using wholly renewable and sustainable waste that
is derived from raw materials.
You don’t have to worry about compatibility.
HVO fuel can replace mineral diesel with no
changes required to the engine or the operation
structure for your equipment.

HVO fuel can be used for modern vehicles,
generators, construction machinery and
industrial power systems. You should always
check with the equipment manufacturer on
compatibility. ALL Wernick Power fleet is
compatible.

Specialist supplier of generators and temporary power solutions

There will be significant pressure to reduce
fossil fuel to help meet the UK climate changes
and air quality targets.
The UK Government aim to have a 68%
reduction of carbon by 2030 as part of their
carbon zero by 2050 initiative.

This will mean all diesel will be phased out and
replaced by biofuel or electric in the future,
with no new diesel vehicles being commissioned
beyond 2030.
HVO fuel is compatible with most diesel engines
and is biodegradable which reduces long term
environmental damage if it is accidentally
released into the ecosystem.

HVO key benefits
HVO contributes significantly
to carbon reduction targets
Up to 30% reduction in NOx
(Nitrogen Oxide) levels
Particulate matter reduced by up to 86%
Every litre of HVO, displaces
2.73kg of carbon versus fossil fuel
Renewable alternative
to standard diesel fuel
Up to 10 years shelf life

Low GHG emissions which means that
CO2 doesn’t linger within the atmosphere
High flash point improves safety,
handling and storage
Excellent cold weather performance
- works down to -32C without additives
so can work all year-round in the UK
Hydrotreated production process
removes impurities which means less fuel
maintenance and safer handling
FAME and fossil-free due to its
burning properties which reduce
particulate production
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